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If there is any hope for the world at all, it does not live in
climate change conference rooms or in cities with tall
buildings. It lives low down on the ground with its arms
around the people, who go to battle every day to protect
their forests, their mountains, and their rivers. Because they
know that the forests, the mountains, and rivers protect
them.
Arundhati Roy (2011)
Broken Republic: Three Essays, p. 214.

One day you knew what you had to do, and began [...]
Mary Oliver (1986) 'The Journey'
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Cover image: Joan Fitzgerald walking among the regenerating
Irish native ash, oak trees, and conifer trees, Hollywood forest, June 2010.

transformation (fitzgerald, 2011, 2:33 min)

Learning how to live responsibly
with forest communities
is transferable to all other areas of
human interaction with nature.
Alan Drengson & Duncan Taylor
Wild Foresting, 2009, p.22
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an interactive eBook format

Familiar with other long term ecological art practices, I
knew there is value in my different skill sets and lifeworld
experiences; there are various personas I inhabit and draw
on in my eco-social art forest work. Like the fungi mycelia
that support networks of nutrient exchange amongst the
diverse inhabitants of a forest, my experience in various
spheres develops my eco-social art practice.
Edited material relating to The Hollywood Forest Story ecosocial art practice are presented in this interactive digital
eBook format (of which this is a printed version). Using an
eBook is a means to integrate the creative forms, breadth
and multiplicity of elements that evolve this practice. From
its beginning in 2008, much of the material of this eco-social
art practice is in a digital form; as alongside forest
practices, the key learning, development and presentation
of the eco-social art practice for this enquiry are explored
and shared to on-line audiences at the blog
www.hollywoodforest.com The eBook format is a means to
convey the social media activities and the ecological mode
of working that form an eco-social art practice.
Additionally, social media proved useful to share the ‘voice’
of Hollywood forest to local and secondary audiences.
Digital video, photography and sound works on the blog
are a means to convey the changing and ‘living’ aspects of
the Hollywood forest community that is integral to this ecosocial-art forest enquiry.
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introductory film

In this short film, I prioritise ‘the voice’ of the forest above
my own, to counter the taken-for-granted dominant
‘human’ voice in cultural representations of nature.
A small robin sings of the ‘transformation’ in Hollywood
forest, in which new-to-Ireland continuous cover forest
management is changing this small monoculture conifer
plantation into a permanent, mixed species forest in
South Carlow, Ireland.

transformation (fitzgerald, 2011, 2:33) automatically plays
the very first time the eBook is opened.

Where some trees were carefully removed, an ‘army’ of
small native ash trees are now naturally regenerating. In
time Hollywood forest will be a mixed species, mixed age
forest. It will never be clear-felled. It will instead quite
quickly become an ecologically resilient forest: with an
increasing variety of flora and fauna, leading to increased
disease resistance and improving soil fertility, with a
steady supply of timber for our local area.
There is now more birdsong and beauty too.
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What The Hollywood Forest Story
eBook contains

The Hollywood Forest Story eBook reveals how the
proposed ecosophy-action research framework explains
this longterm multi-constituent eco-social art practice. In
this study the term 'practice' identifies that the
framework develops both theory and practice
dimensions as in the academic understanding of praxis.
For readability, the term practice is used rather than
praxis.
As The Hollywood Forest Story continues, the eBook is
the best iteration of the practice at the present time. The
digital format also allows for updates in the future.
The eBook uses a more personal tone than the thesis to
help distinguish the workings contained in it as eco-social
art practice; the thesis complements the eBook with a
more analytical written form. I discuss other reasons to
present an alternate academic ‘voice’ for work in the
eco-humanities field on p.10.
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the eBook and the thesis

This inquiry is in two parts:
1. the eBook that contains material of the ecosocial art practice framework and the
2. accompanying written thesis.

To give an overview of the entire practice
I recommend that the eBook (or this print
version) is read first.
This is because The Hollywood Forest Story eBook gives a
rich, audiovisual experience of this multi-faceted inquiry that
centers on a small Irish forest.

Pigeon in Hollywood forest, living amongst the conifers and native trees.
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the active voice:
agency for the nonhuman
Over the course of the PhD, a tension arose in
accommodating the conventions of theory writing.
Academic writing often prioritises an objective position
from that which it studies. This has roots in the scientific
endeavour from the Enlightenment period and heavily
influences academic conventions even within the
humanities.
However, for two reasons I strive to use a ‘present - active’
voice in my practice and theory work. One reason is to
convey that this project is still live and ongoing.
The second is to give more agency to what I study. In the
developing field of eco-humanities, ecofeminists articulate
that Western thought is as destructive as it is patriarchal
and rational; because its language, and that of science, is
"emotionless (objective, detached, bodiless)" and rarely
uses the words “I” or “we” (Susan Griffin, 1978, p. xv). Val
Plumwood talks of the important role of writing in placing
"nature in the active voice". She writes of the necessity to
develop a domain of "active, agentic subjects" for helping
society re-think its relations to the more-than-human (2009
[online]). But this is a complicated area; noting singular
agency of any life form can overshadow the
interconnections between all life: e.g. this pale pink
mushroom’s mycelial cells indivisibly intertwine and
exchange with a tree's roots and other life forms.
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cross-references

As this is a practice-theory enquiry there is interplay
between the eBook and thesis documents; at times in The
Hollywood Forest Story eBook there will be references to
thesis material, and vice versa.
For clarity, both documents are set out in Chapter form
with numbered pages, with additional material in the
Appendices of both documents.
When considered together each is significantly enhanced
when both are read.
More details on the components and presentation format
of this inquiry can be found on the next pages of this book
and in the thesis: Chapter 3, ‘Critical components of The
Hollywood Forest Story eco-social art practice’.
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a journey through
an eco-social art practice

The eBook presentation conveys a journey through an
evolving eco-social art practice, a mycelial-like mesh of
activities that has a guiding aim to explore and reflect on
a deeper sustainability developing at Hollywood forest.
The following chapters reveal new understandings:
these evolve synergistically from the intermingling of
various practice and social actions, theoretical thinkings
and interactions with the more-than-human community of
the forest in which this eco-social art practice takes
place.

A Willow tree growing amongst the conifers at
Hollywood forest resembles the branching,
mycelial form of an eco-social art practice.
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Chapter 1

PREMISES

Where forests once grew on the lower slopes of Mt Leinster,
and where this enquiry takes place, land for introduced sheep
and game bird is ‘maintained’ by yearly burn-offs. While sheep
farming is part of the current economy, the area is
impoverished ecologically, prone to erosion and water runoff in
floods. Recent science is highlighting how we must question all
current land and ocean practices.
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14

a background in science and art
is an important means for me to engage in an eco-social art
practice. Being familiar with scientific and moral premises
drives the ecological actions in my work.
I acknowledge conclusive international scientific evidence,
collected over several decades, that the biosphere is being
negatively affected by modern society - an unprecedented
situation where human and many other species' lives are
increasingly threatened.
Modern society's industrial practices towards the Earth have
led to material wealth for industrialised nations but also to
vast and accelerating ecological violence and injustice for
many peoples, lands, forests, rivers and oceans;
and a perfect storm is forming...
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perfect (fitzgerald, 2012, 1:03)
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1) scientific premises
Recent scientific research (Steffen et al., 2015*) is
presenting worsening biosphere parameters as
connected; strongly indicating that industrial land and
ocean practices are unsustainable for the life systems of
the Earth.
Ireland’s current land practices, are also unsustainable if
biodiversity loss, diminished soil fertility and other
criteria are recognised.
Ireland’s industrial forest practices, like in many other
countries, has evolved from its history of colonisation.
* I explore this science in an essay ‘The Anthropocene:
10 000 years of ecocide, see Appendix, p.91.

(Above) The nine planetary boundaries accepted at the 2012
UN Rio+20 summit and reconfirmed by Steffen et al., 2015. Image
source:
F. Pharand-Deschênes /Globaïa.
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Four of nine planetary boundaries have now been crossed as a result of
human activity. The four are: climate change, loss of biosphere integrity,
land-system change, altered biogeochemical cycles (phosphorus and
nitrogen).

why clearfell industrial forestry is unsustainable
Clearfell, monoculture tree plantation management erodes
soil fertility and destroys and limits wildlife. Plantation
forestry also significantly limits flood control and organic
carbon storage. Presently these factors are less considered,
if at all, than economic returns offered by clearfell forestry.
In Ireland, an extensive industry is set up to cater for the
regular-sized timbers produced from monoculture, clearfell
forestry. Also, if mono-tree plantations are replanted, this is
considered by many international regulatory authorities to
be ‘sustainable’ and even part of ‘sustainable development’.
I explore forestry and my early work in an
exploratory essay ‘Deep Sustainability: the art and politics
of forests’, see Appendix, p. 92.
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a history of ecocide: Ireland’s forest loss
Due to many centuries of neglect and the effects of
colonisation, Ireland's native forests were almost entirely
eradicated, so that by 1903 less than 1% remained
(Magner, 2011, p.1).

Gone were the mighty oak forests that supported many
species and which provided fuel, timbers and some food, for
the local populace; gone too was valuable local knowledge and
cultural traditions afforded by living in a forested land. Over
time, environmental and cultural ecocide forced the populace
to become dependent on monoculture crops and intensive,
industrial agricultural practices.
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For example, in the 1950s, to counter severe rural hardship, the
Irish government supported a widespread planting program of
exotic, fast-growing conifer plantations - predominantly North
American Sitka spruce. Clear-felled and replanted in 40-60 year
rotations for relatively quick economic return, this is the
predominant forest practice in Ireland today. These
plantations, now cover 10% of the land (ibid, p.7). In recent
decades there is significant support for native tree plantings
but the majority of these are also planted and managed as
monoculture crops.

The Hollywood Forest Story, in contrast to
monoculture clearfell forestry, explores a new-toIreland forestry management approach, to
transform conifer plantations to mixed species,
permanent, continuous cover forests.

a global emergency

Introduction of Crann: the local project revisited video (Fitzgerald, 2006, 3:16)

My previous work with Irish-based Australian Jan
Alexander* since I came to Ireland in 1996, instills in me the
urgent moral, ecological and economic necessity of moving
away from monoculture, industrial clearfell forestry
practices.
As my knowledge of sustainable ecoforestry grows and my
realisation deepens of the accelerating ecological violence
of industrial agriculture to land-bases, peoples and morethan-human communities, this compels me to develop an
eco-social art practice that centers not only on aestheticethical engagement but one that also fosters political
agency.
* Crann founder (Irish native forest NGO) and Royal Dublin Society
Forest Award recipient. Past Chair of Pro Silva Ireland, a subgroup
of Pro Silva Europe that for the last 25 years has promoted ‘Closeto-Nature non clearfell, continuous cover forestry over 25 countries
across Europe.
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moral reasoning: 'it's wrong to wreck the world'

Philosopher Kathleen Dean-Moore (2016) describes the unprecedented unfolding ecological
challenges caused by industrial society as a “moral monstrosity on a cosmic scale”.

Importantly, Dean-Moore identifies this as gross abuse to the socially and geographically
marginalised peoples of the world, children, other living beings and future generations. Her work
on moral reasoning for eco-social concerns, addresses numerous reasons why it is 'wrong to wreck
the world' (ibid). Critically, the means to develop moral reasoning to encompass the welfare of all
beings rests on our societal values, to which art and culture contribute and evolve.
An eco-social art practice, underpinned by moral reasoning is therefore an ethical practice, as it is
conscious of extending a duty of care to all beings and their future generations.
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a crisis of industrial culture

The lack of response to worsening ecological realities reveals
the crisis of Western culture. Over the centuries, regard for
the more-than-human world has not been central in Western
art, religions, other cultural traditions including philosophy,
politics and economics. Globalised Western-style cultures
premised on human supremacism and never-ending growth do
not respect environmental realities and limitations. If they are
to survive, they will need to urgently adopt a life-sustaining,
ecological world view, or cosmology where all species thriving
and care for habitats is valued.
To look at any aspect of this planetary predicament brings
understanding that the environmental decline is always
connected to uninformed social practices and limited
individual perception (this is the critical concept in

Guattari’s Three Ecologies (1989) that I explore in
my thesis).
Consequently, effective eco-social art practices contribute to
exploring and adopting an ecological worldview. Mirroring
Guattari's thinking, eco-social art practices have potential
social power when they activate individual ecoliteracy
(environmental awareness), when they inspire agency for social
change and when they impart knowledge of regenerative
environmental practices - practices that we must urgently adopt
to sustain other species, air, lands, rivers and oceans.
An ecological world view brings awareness of intersecting
relationships between all. For example, our breathing is
connected to forests thriving and breathing...
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"When we try to pick out anything by itself,
we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe."
John Muir (1911), Scottish born US forest
and national park campaigner.

transpiration (C. Fitzgerald, 2011, 00:24)
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contingencies and past experiences

The development of my eco-social-art practice rests on personal
contingencies and past experiences;
it is propelled by questions related to the premises outlined,
and tensions in attempting to form a meaningful practice in
response.
I believe my interest in forests lies in an absence, or a loss I sense
on a personal and global level, which I can only articulate and
navigate through, in my work.
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where my practice work is located
Since the late 1990s, I have admired the pioneering
practice of US artists Helen Mayer Harrison
(1927-2018) and Newton Harrison, with their longterm ecological art explorations of lands, forests
and watersheds.
Their conceptual-aesthetic, eco-ethical practice that
evolves from working alongside scientists,
communities, local politicians, to evolve art
workings, actions, policies, was the starting
‘template’ for my own work in the emergent art and
ecology field.
It took some time to evolve this way of working.
Even though I have lived in the conifer plantation
that was to become Hollywood forest since 2001, it
was not until much later in 2008, when I had gained
skills across art, science and politics, that I
considered developing an eco-social art practice.

(Right) Helen and Newton Harrison, map image from The
Serpentine Lattice, their art forest project from 1993.
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past experiences 1) NZ’s forests
Until I was 5 years old, I lived in this part of the
world, the West Coast of the South Island in
Aotearoa New Zealand, near where my mother
was born.
Later, I lived in towns in New Zealand and took this
natural heritage for granted (this area now has World
Natural Heritage status).
When I moved to Ireland in 1995, I didn’t initially
recognise my practice addressing this ‘home’sickness...
Yet looking back now it does seem that my
work is propelled and partly about trying to
grow the forests I miss. It is partly why I work in the
art and ecology field; my growing understanding of
the 6th great extinction, land degradation and
climate change propelled my search for a restorative
forestry practice.
Incidentally, the Maori name for this area is
Hokitika... ‘the place of return’.

Note: New Zealand’s biodiversity was severely
affected with the arrival of European settlers and
current industrial farming and forest practices.
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past experiences: 2) the local project
My current eco-social art practice builds on previous
experience: chiefly my solo exhibition and film the
local project: revisited 2006
During 2005, I worked with leading forest advocate,
Jan Alexander, to revisit Crann’s* ‘local project’ broadleaf forests that I saw planted 13 years earlier,
when I first came to Ireland.

I borrowed a camera and created my first film; a
simple 30 minute video documentary where
I ‘interviewed’ the local people and the trees they
planted, in the newly established local woodlands.

*Crann is the Irish forest NGO that Jan founded in 1986; its main remit was to to create a social movement to bring back Ireland’s native
broadleaf forests and develop a forest culture; ‘to think global, act local’. Crann’s most significant outcome was ‘the local project’ that saw the
planting of broadleaf native trees across 300 acres by the local community in various parts of Co. Leitrim. My exhibition marked the 20th
anniversary of Crann and was co-funded by Crann and The Dock art centre, Carrick-on-Shannon, County Leitrim.
28

Along with the film, this project consisted of
photographs, science data of the young
forests’ development, an archive of the forest
planting over the previous years; press
clippings, wood crafts and local stories.
During the exhibition, a forest visit and forest
seminar were organised, with local people and
a speaker from the Philippines who told of her
experiences of recent flood devastation
because forests in the Philippines were being
exploited for overseas markets.
I also made wall ‘texts’ - concepts of new-toIreland Close-to-Nature continuous
cover forest management that
Jan was then learning and which I employ and
explore in The Hollywood Forest Story and my
doctoral thesis.
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questions that propel eco-social art practice

If we step outside the gallery and turn
to face the frightening facts of the Earth's decline and
with it, the very real possibility that humanity's own
survival in the 21st century may be in doubt, how as
creative practitioners and moral members of society do
we proceed?
If we begin to recognise the inconvenient truth that the
the images we make of nature may be more
ecopornographic (Fitzgerald, 2014) than mirroring the
rapacious environmental degradation and related social
injustice that is today's world, how do we proceed?
If we notice recent comments from environmental
philosophers like Kathleen Dean Moore (2014) who
suggests we should "stop being 'I', and instead become
'we'" and, that other creative practitioners engaging
with environmental concerns are increasingly working
together with non-artists (Spaid, 2002; 2012; Andrews,
2006; Neal, 2015 ) and, are sharing their activities via
social media (Fitzgerald, 2011) more often than in
galleries, how should we proceed?

If we become attuned and
troubled by short term art residencies, and
high profile environmental art projects with celebrities in exotic locations
that do not relate deeply to the troubles at our place, how do we
proceed?
We are beginning to understand that neo-liberal capitalism has
metastasised globally and that 'growth-at-all-costs' economies rely on
unsustainable industrial land (river and ocean) practices that thread
through the very fabric of our daily lives. But can we foster the possibility
that culture, including the arts, may have a crucial moral and political role
in imagining, and even enacting a 'refugia of resistance*' to
unsustainability?

* term from Kathleen Dean Moore
30

refining the questions

1. how does one make meaningful cultural works to address the
context of a rapidly declining natural world?
2. how do we move from the human-centered representations of nature that often negate more-than-human concerns
and other peoples? Might we look to Indigenous peoples' cultures that appear to follow more life-sustaining eco-social
knowings?
3. learning to practice Close-to-Nature forestry - how does one start to transform a conifer plantation?
4. to be relevant to audiences, eco-art appears more meaningful and engaging if embedded locally, rather than
showing charismatic flora and fauna associated with ‘hot-spot’ environmental locations like the Amazon or Arctic
5. the time to consider ecological processes also confronts the conventions of short-term ‘artist residencies’, yet how to
convey this?; and
6. protecting ecological communities demands an ethic toward the more-than-human, but how can
we approach this?

You can hear me beginning to circle around some of these ideas, when once i counted birds...
31

once i counted birds (C. Fitzgerald, 2009, 1:00)

A video created from my experiences for a UN biodiversity study on
Suwarrow atoll in the South Pacific; the scientific method used for
counting frigate birds, terns and rare masked boobies, informs my
current work. In Hollywood forest, I have permanent 10 x10 m

quadrates marking ‘control’ and ‘changing’ areas in the forest. Also,
the quadrates are useful visual teaching aids for visitors to
Hollywood forest who are unfamiliar with Close-to-Nature
continuous cover, permanent forestry management.
32

"Its connected, I think,
each forest we tend,
each small action we take”

where my theory work
is located:
“You’d been telling me that matter
didn’t matter no more
and it got me searching for the
answers on the forest floor…”
Lyrics from ‘Wildwood’ from The Mourning of the
World Dark Mountain Album, (2013). Performed by:
The General Assembly, composed by: Wicking/
Willoughby.

Theoretical disciplines in the humanities, that engage with
ecological and material concerns, are part of the developing
‘eco or environmental-humanities’ field. Central to this
emergent field is the critical review of culturally dominant
humanist theories that prioritise the social constructions of
nature, theories which almost completely ignore the rapidly
diminishing living world.
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Right: spectacularly flourishing young trees naturally
regenerating in the relatively recently planted forests
of the Netherlands (similar in age to Ireland’s new
forests); tended to maintain beautiful, biodiverse and
permanent forests. Pro Silva Ireland study tour, 2010.
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beginnings
Setting out to create an art-forest transformation project
didn’t evolve from a formal plan of things to do.
Initially there was a gathering of information, skills and an
exploration on how best to present this work; many decisions were
aimed to address the tensions identified earlier: how to make a
practice relevant to eco-social concerns, how do we move from
human-centered representations of nature, how does one start to
transform a conifer plantation, are long term eco-social-art practices
valuable and repeatable and how does one establish an ethic toward
safeguarding the more-than-human inhabitants of a forest.
First, I needed to identify the physical scope and location of the
work...

Hollywood forest is close to the third highest mountain in Ireland,
Mt. Leinster, part of the Blackstairs mountain range, in South County
Carlow
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hollywood forest: the perfect trial plot

An issue for anyone working in the field of eco-social art
practice is to interweave a multiplicity of lines of
engagement in ways that are both economically
sustainable and self-fulfilling.
In 2007, a year after starting the local project work, and
having just finished actively working to help the first
Green politician for the area get elected, for economic
reasons I started a full-time arts administration job.
However, I had by then realised that I had a perfect trial
plot, a range of skills (and access to information to get
more), so that other commitments need not prevent me
undertaking a substantial eco-social art practice.
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location: blackstairs mountains, south county carlow

Hollywood forest (below) is a 2.5 acre small square of woodland
at the foot of Mt Leinster, south County Carlow, Ireland.
We live inside this conifer plantation that is becoming a forest.
The conifers were planted in the mid-1980s.

My husband’s father, Charles Lyttle, had the land
planted with conifers (Sitka spruce) in the early
1980s.
37

the history of Hollywood forest
1) Hollywood forest is named after Holly, our dog. She was involved in every
stage of the forest transformation (she lived in the forest from 2005-2017);
2) Hollywood forest on Google maps: I put a ‘pin’ on Google Maps in 2010 with
a note that this is the smallest Close-to-Nature managed forest in Ireland;
3) Hollywood forest then appeared on a new local map in 2013;
4) Three hundred years ago most of the valley was farmed but there was a
‘common’ wood called ‘Timber Wood’ (see area 12 below). This is where
present day Hollywood forest is growing.
Source: Trinity College on-line Down Survey Map of Ireland.

1
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3
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living within Hollywood forest:
addresses concerns of making an
eco-social art practice relevant and local.
I soon became more conscious of,
and responsible to,
this forest community.
It allows me to explore environmental
philosophy and other concerns I have of
making meaningful cultural interactions
with this forest.
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a 'slow art' practice
From May 2008, after our first forest
transformation actions, I began to note in image,
texts and short videos, material about The
Hollywood Forest Story and review others
exemplary eco art practices.
These beginnings of The Hollywood Forest ‘Story’
appeared on my first art and ecology review blog
‘An Art & Ecology Notebook’ (now archived at
Hollywoodforest.com. I also write about
ecopornography versus the deep slow art of place
in a 2014 EarthLines article (see Appendix, p. 95).
I soon saw this work as a 40+ year residency.
Dr. Karen Till (2012) in her essay ‘Field Findings’
describes my work as an ‘ongoing forty-year, twoand-a-half acre forest project in the making’.
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the areas I explore in my work

The circles relate to the different skills sets and over-lapping interests I develop; some over
many years, others more recently.
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six key drivers of an
eco-social art practice
Over time, I identify six key drivers: 'ethico' – ‘eco’ –
‘social’ – ‘art’ – ‘action’, and 'practice' propel the
development of my (and others') eco-social art practices:
1. in my reading, particularly from Guattari and the ecohumanities, I understand that moral reasoning propels
my and others’ eco-social art practices, although this is
often implicitly rather than explicitly detailed;
2. that new-to-Ireland more ecologically-based Closeto-Nature continuous cover forest management
approach counters the destructive monoculture clearfell
tree plantation management system that is predominant
in Ireland (and across the world)
3. that exemplary ecological art praxes develop social
innovation
4 that recent research establishes the importance and
validity of art practices to develop ecoliteracy and to
contribute deeper understandings of sustainability
5. that such practices foster agency for action,
6. and with new thinking, effective practices can
develop.
Ultimately, the broad aim of eco-social art practice
evolves life-sustaining values, ideas, and practices.
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A few battered birch trees left standing after a conifer plantation is clearfelled - Blackstairs Mountains, Co. Carlow, 2007.

my eco-social art practice is a gathering of skills, lifeworld
experiences and actions

I have considerable
lifeworld experience in
social media, biological
science (for 8 years),
experimental
filmmaking, Green
politics (since 2004) and
permanent Close-toNature continuous cover
forestry (since 2007).
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There's a thread you follow.
It goes among things that change.
But it doesn't change.
People wonder about what you are pursuing.
You have to explain about the thread.
But it is hard for others to see [...]

William Stafford, 1999, 'The Way It Is', p.42
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a hybrid framework: 1) ecosophy mode

To create a robust framework for a long-term engagement
and to articulate the workings of my and others' eco-social art
practices, I combine two modes (these are discussed in critical
detail in Part 2 of the Thesis)
The first mode of the framework uses:
Guattari’s ecosophy, an environmental philosophy of “three
ecologies” that argues necessary behavioural change toward
our environments will only occur when we advance collective
activities that traverse the subjective, social and
environmental spheres.
I propose that Guattari's ecosophy that contains his key
theory of transversality, significantly improves understandings
of how an eco-social-art practice that comprises diverse
activities enacts new subjectivities, that is, progressive values
for eco-social change.
I use Guattari's ecosophy theory to explore how seemingly
diverse eco-social art practices, comprising art and non-art
activities and emergent life-world social experiences, may
counter unsustainable industrial practices that currently
devastate eco-social systems.
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The late eco-social activisttherapist-theorist and new
media enthusiast, Félix Guattari
(1930-1991)

re-making social practices in the Internet age

In his last article, 'Remaking Social Practices' (1992), Guattari stresses the utmost urgency of engaging in eco-social concerns
as the Earth and its inhabitants face accelerating and unprecedented eco-social challenges. In the 1990s, Guattari abhors the
audience passivity of mass media technologies, yet he nevertheless suggests there is opportunity in the more independent,
pre-Internet networked technologies to spread new eco-social values and practices.
Guattari believed if these independent post-media technologies could be harnessed to connect subjective, social and
environmental activities, such technologies may have important potential for transmitting "ecosophical cartographies", that is,
in providing ethico-aesthetic maps to inspire others toward an ecological paradigm.
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social media's value for transversal practice
To this end, I have found a blog and other social media very
useful to collate a long-term, ecosophical endeavour. Because of
its ‘rhizome’, ‘web’-like structure, I can use my blog
hollywoodforest.com, to easily collate and present the various
workings, lifeworld experiences and ‘knowledge artefacts’ of a
multi-constituent eco-social art practice, that traverses aesthetic,
socio-political and ecological domains.
Furthermore, my work is not hindered by being located in a rural
location; with my blog, I can independently share the
accumulating workings to numerous secondary audiences: online eco-art networks and general social media sites, to build
engaged audiences.

I wrote an exploratory essay on the value of on-line eco-art
networks in how they are facilitating the development of the art
and ecology field, see Appendix, p.94.
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and as a social learning tool for
ecoliteracy

Beyond being a useful collating device, blogging is simultaneously a
self-reflective and a social communicative practice that facilitates
connected learning for ecoliteracy. For example, developing social
media skills rapidly advanced my eco-art learning as it facilitates
learning of distant ecosocial art practices that are often not discussed
in art colleges or available in my local area. Ecocritic Ursula Heise
(2008) argues information technologies utilised in cultural works
usefully impart an ecological “sense of place and sense of planet” to
audiences.

My blogging practice is also an important means of actively facing
rapidly worsening ecological realities, what eco-philosopher and
educator Joanna Macy calls ‘despair work’ (Greenspan, 2004, p.152).
Macy claims from over two decades experience that people need to
trust their despair and find individual and social empowerment
through facing into it (ibid). Similarly, Carolyn Baker (Jensen and Baker,
2014), identifies writing as an important means of personally
processing the eco-realities we face. Blogging allows me to work
through often overwhelming and worsening eco-social conditions, in
‘conversation’ with others.
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a hybrid framework: 2) action research mode
Once I made interventions to transform the conifer plantation (with the help of professional foresters) and created
various types of work, I needed a means to not only theoretically articulate understandings of how my praxis navigates
the subjective, social and environmental spheres, but to identify common methodological processes that my practice
employs.
Action research is a particularly useful approach for qualitatively identifying the different and repeating stages that my
practice moves through. It accommodates the valuable subjective and diverse emergent knowings that an eco-social art
practice can produce. Importantly, it reveals how an eco-social art practice can challenge the limitations of a singular
discipline approach and hence, the dominant model of linear scientific enquiry.
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A Herb Robert plant begins to grow after a light gap in the canopy is created from selectively thinning trees in Hollywood forest.
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methodological dimensions
of an eco-social art practice

Action research is an integrative and iterative
critical framework for social enquiry that aims to
foster learning and change.
I use action research to identify and characterise
key methodological stages and activities of my
eco-social art practice, and hence, I articulate my
various workings via the five dimensions of action
research (which I present in the following
Chapters).
My thesis proposes action research to
complement Guattari's ecosophy to clearly
articulate how ecosophic practices are initiated,
developed and maintained. In the accompanying
thesis, I detail how action research explains the
main methodological stages of The Hollywood
Forest Story and the Harrisons’ Serpentine
Lattice (1992-3).
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Exploring a new-to-Ireland restorative land practice:
from 2008, practising ‘Close-to-Nature’ continuous
cover forestry at Hollywood forest. Forester: Sean
Hoskins
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learning to tend a forest in a new way

Even though I have worked on various forest projects
in Ireland for many years, my eco-social art practice really
began when I asked:
“How does one transform a monoculture tree plantation,
destined to be clearfelled, so it becomes a thriving,
permanent forest?”
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to there?"

to mixed species, permanent forests?"

In Slovenia, where the ProSilva Europe* organisation started in 1989, clear-felling has not been practiced for over 60
years, and for more than 25 years it has been illegal to clear-fell forests.
How can we achieve this in Ireland and elsewhere?

* ProSilva Europe - a federation of European foresters involving 25+ member states who promote Close-to-Nature
continuous cover forestry.
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learning from EU and Irish
'Close-to-Nature foresters

An important means for learning how to ‘transform’ a conifer plantation has been through my involvement with leading
forest NGOs. I accepted an invitation to join the committee of Pro Silva Ireland a year after I started The Hollywood
Forest Story. I regularly attend forest study days, in Ireland and Europe. I also publish booklets and maintain the Pro Silva
Ireland and ProSilva Europe website (until 2016) which helps my understanding of this new type of forestry in
considerable detail.

Above, near Lismore, Co. Waterford, (2011), forester Peter Csépányi from ProSilva Hungary talks to Irish state foresters, Pro Silva
members, private forest owners and forestry students from Waterford Technical Institute in a conifer plantation undergoing transition
to become a permanent forest.
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first step
1) tree-marking

I began The Hollywood Forest Story in May 2008 by organising a practical ‘tree-marking’ workshop for myself and others
interested in this more ecological forestry. Jan Alexander, then chair of Pro Silva Ireland led us in a tree-marking exercise.
The ‘Close-to-Nature’ continuous cover forestry management approach, developed in Eastern Europe over many decades,
consists of cycles of ‘tree-marking’ for selective tree thinning every 3-5 years, removing approximately 25% of the trees*.
In the light gaps produced by thinning, native trees naturally regenerate or can be introduced by enrichment planting. Birds
and a surrounding hedgerow also spread tree seeds into Hollywood forest.

* It is an approach for managing forests but not all forests should be managed, e.g old-growth forests’ vitality, resiliency, wildlife and carbon
storage values are significantly reduced by selective harvesting.
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tree-marking aims: forest resiliency
Marking’ select trees to thin in a forest, rather than clearfelling plantations, means thinking of the future forest.
Focusing on the dynamics of a forest improves critical
ecological resiliency and social values, as well economic
values over the long term. In this respect, Close-to-Nature
forestry is an integrative approach and is a form of
ecoforestry (see Drengson and Taylor, 1997).
Close-to-Nature forestry is a form of eco-mimicry; selective
thinning of trees mirrors the tree loss that occurs in forests
after storms. Close-to-Nature managed forests, in contrast
with monoculture plantations, are more resilient because
they contain various trees of mixed age that are better able
to withstand risk (storms, pests, diseases). Also, as only a
small number of trees are removed, the soil fertility increases
over time. Close-to-Nature forestry creates continuous
cover, permanent forests that improve:

The outcomes of undertaking tree-marking in continuous
cover forest management.

• biodiversity (ecological diversity)
• soil fertility
• the quality and the economic value of trees left to
mature

• the rate of natural regeneration

• the vitality of forests to resist disease and pests
• social amenity and aesthetic values
• flooding control and rate of carbon sequestration
• diverse rural employment opportunities
(Vitkova et al., 2013)
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With my involvement with the COFORD/UCD Irish forest
research project into Low Impact Silviculture Systems, I have
been on professional ‘tree-marking days. In learning how to
transform larger plantations, I can bring this knowledge to
manage the transformation of Hollywood forest. Photo:
Padriag O'Tuama.

step 2) thinning
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the medium term will be comprised predominantly of ash
trees in its transformation into becoming a forest.
In Close-to-Nature continuous cover forestry we maintain
conifers on the property as they provide important shelter
to the younger trees. Also, from our small 2 acres we are
receiving 70 tonnes of firewood every 3 years; this easily
heats our home and offsets future forest thinning costs.
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transforming Ireland’s
learning
from others
conifer
plantations
to forests
European foresters familiar with Close-to-Nature forestry see
great potential for Ireland to transform its conifer plantations
to permanent forests. Similarly, the activities which improve
and safeguard Hollywood forest, will benefit forests and
communities across Ireland and elsewhere.
For example, over the last few years the Irish forest research
council, COFORD, has instigated surveys and a database of
several hundred sites of public and private plantations that
are being managed this way. Even though Hollywood forest is
small (possibly the smallest Close-to-Nature managed forest
in Ireland), it is contributing to this national research database
and in January 2013, it was assessed by professional foresters.
Also, as I was transforming Hollywood forest and at the same
time preparing publications for ProSilva Ireland, I volunteered
to help develop new forest policy for the Green Party of
Ireland and Northern Ireland from 2010-12. On reflection, my
eco-social art practice was improving my forest ecoliteracy,
which in turn propelled my agency for new forest policy.
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tending the wild:
challenges and motivations
Engaging and forming working relations within non-art
spheres, like professional forestry, is both challenging and
motivating. While encountering knowledge and practices
from other domains is sometimes difficult, new ideas, insights
and conversations from others inform my practice, often in
unexpected ways.
But the real motivation is that by living in Hollywood forest for
many years I accept responsibility for, and want to protect the
non-human forest community that supports and nourishes me
and the others that live here. This ethical perspective is not
unfamiliar in some older, non-Western cultures. Canadian first
nation academic, Prof. Jeanette Armstrong, speaks of
acquiring "indigeneity" as critical for all societies and that it
should not be based on ethnicity but through the
relationships we foster with all the lifeforms that support a
particular place. (Armstrong and Jensen, 2014)
Similarly, in Tending the Wild (Anderson,2005), a
comprehensive eco-ethnographic survey of Californian native
American knowledge of land and water management,
Anderson writes that native peoples realise that "tempered,
sustainable use of natural resources demands responsibility,
responsibility generates respect for nature, and respect for
nature is a basis for sustainable use." (p.360)
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F a lle n, d y in g w illo w a n d g o r se in Ho lly w o o d
fo r e st n o w su p p o r t a m y r ia d o f
co mm unit ies : fungi, ferns, new tree seedlings etc.
.

fuller ways of knowing
are needed for us to recognise and respond
to the living whole and offer us insight into
how we are to be and act in the face of
ecosystemic destruction.
C hr is Seeley ( 2011a) p.1
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a critical cycle for developing intersubjectivity
“Action research theorists stress our need to know the
world in many ways beyond the intellectual”
Chris Seeley, (2011b) p.84
Using an action research methodological approach,
I aim to attend to the possibilities for new knowledge to
evolve from a variety of knowings. This counters
outworn preconceptions of how we relate and act
toward our environments, primarily through a scientific
worldview.

I number the ‘many ways of knowing’ above to more easily show the
primacy of experiential knowing and how, each type of knowing
enriches the next. However, in my own and others action research
practices, various knowings often enrich other knowings
simultaneously.
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Action researchers thus pay attention to, and value,
other ways of knowing, arguing that we often rush
straight from experiences to create propositions and
from propositions to policies - this also explains the
limitation of scientific inquiry for social change (Seeley
and Reason, 2008, p.11). Similarly, critics of eco-art also
note that some artists too quickly rush to practical
measures (Boetzkes, 2013).
In my work, acknowledging different forms of knowing
are equally valid, helps create new actions and practices
that account for the complexity of the living systems I
encounter. Also, new neurological research stresses that
we cannot learn new environmental behaviour from our
intellects alone (Lakoff, 2010).

1) experiential knowing

learning from others

Experiential knowing is subjective. Experiential knowing is not
descriptive but of the senses. Experiential knowing aspires to
be pre-cultural: pre-language, pre-artistic, pre-scientific and
pre-political.
Experiential knowings, physically experiencing the forest,
particularly the active looking and listening that my camera
and sound recording equipment magnify, is a vital part of my
work (realising however, that both human eyes and recording
equipment only convey a select range of phenomena).
Experiential knowings confront the abstract, the language and
the intellectual projects and representations we make of the
Earth and its human and nonhuman inhabitants. Encountering
the complexity that comprise Hollywood and other forests
therefore challenges normative cultural perceptions (how I and
others routinely ‘represent’ forests) and pre-conceptions (how
our thinking of nature may be limiting responsible relations to
nonhuman communities.
These, I argue, are fundamental concerns in how well we
relate or not, to nonhuman environments that support all life.
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experiential knowing is

‘to sit in the face of complexity‘

Our challenge here is to develop and allow a fuller
capability to sit in the face of complexity without striving
to intellectually “solve the problem..."
Seeley and Reason, 2008, p.11.

Experiential knowing can be thought to be inaccessible
but action researchers like Reason and Seeley, assert
that we can create a ‘dialogue’ with experiential
knowing, first through art endeavours, then by
theoretical exploration and being attentive of our
actions.
If we ignore experiential insights there is a danger that
we lose access, literally, to the ground from where new
creativity and respectful thinking and actions toward the
more-than-human, reside.
Reason, Seeley and others have looked back to similar
ideas advanced in Romanticism; for example, the
Romantic poet John Keats’ (Keats, 1817) wrote that we
need to develop our ‘negative capabilities’ to dwell
more in experience rather than reason.
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2) artful knowing:
Artistic (presentational) knowings can be any
aesthetic visual, sculptural, literal, aural, or
movement practice that allow us to reflect on our
experience of life - our lifeworlds. However,
attempting to artfully translate experiences of
Hollywood forest on its own terms challenges ideas I
hold of nature-filmmaking practice. This was a key
tension I referred to earlier (p.30); how, with such
accessible and information-laden nature
documentary available, can rates of ecological
destruction be exponentially accelerating since the
mid-20th century? Are there conventions in naturefilm-making that are amiss? I try to explore these
concerns in my own film-making.
Overlooked by many in a sustainability context,
art practices help ‘translate’ the valuable
experiences we have of relating with care to a
place. Indeed, some action researchers believe art
has a fundamental role for sustainability learning.
Interestingly, Indigenous researchers, such as
Jeanette Armstrong (Armstrong and Jensen, 2014),
are finding their traditional cultural works of the
natural world not only had social bonding value but
held essential eco-relational knowing that ensured
their environments, and hence, their peoples'
survival.
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For me, the medium of video
allows me to artfully capture,
explore and share some of the
rich experiential moments I
encounter in Hollywood forest.
f

film-making within Hollywood forest
After creating the local project documentary (2006),
my dissatisfaction with narrated documentary film grew.
Narration always prioritises a human-centric view. However
there were parts of that film that intrigued me, parts where a
sense of the natural world is heightened yet not easily
described.
My experimental short film burning bright (2008) still contains
narration but it reveals my growing sensitivity to conveying
other communities that comprise Hollywood forest.

burning bright (2008, 1: 27)
While I narrate new forest learning in this film, I am more
intrigued in conveying an experience of Hollywood
forest. In most of my later films I prefer to use ambient or
non-human sounds to emphasise the ‘voice’ of the forest
rather than my own.
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a method for dwelling: ecopoesis
Presently there is little reference to others who
might view cinema’s potential to look at nature
from a more experiential perspective. However, I
did find ideas from those who look at nature
poetry.
Jonathan Bate (2000) referring to Ricœur and
Heidegger, explores how ecopoetic forms are not
descriptive but remind us how to dwell in the Earth.
He argues they have an important role to counter
narratives, concepts and technologies which more
often ‘enframe’ the Earth as a ‘standing reserve’ for
humanity’s consumption and exploitation.
During a forest study trip to Slovenia in 2009, I was
fortunate to meet independent film-maker sound
composer Andrej Zdravič. He is part of a small field
exploring the potential of cinema to look at the
natural world beyond the conventions of
mainstream nature documentary.
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"toward an ecocinema"*
Some analyses of Zdravič’s work introduced me to the recent theoretical field of cinematic
ecocriticism. Only in very recent years is eco-critical analyses of cinema rather than literature
occurring and most attention is focused on more prominent environmental-themed films rather than
independent films.
Some ecocriticism draws critical attention to nature documentary conventions. Conventions include
those that aspire to present a ‘window’ on the beauty of nature but which often inadvertently
reinforce ideas of human dominance whilst keeping worsening eco-social realities out-of-the-frame.
Some ecocritics like MacDonald (2004), argue that experimental film-making has potential in
confronting the audiovisual conventions of nature documentary that too often ignore complex and
sensitive ecological and political realities.
* "Toward an Ecocinema"was the title of the first academic article to ecocritically explore experimental cinema
and includes analysis of Zdravič’s work (Scott MacDonald, 2004). MacDonald has written in some depth on
experimental film-makers and place in The Garden in the Machine (2001).
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film-making: place-making

Unfortunately, at present, most film-making, even environmentally themed films, all too often
assist in reinforcing erroneous views that humanity is separate from, and superior to, the morethan-human world. Also, much emphasis is placed on exotic locations rather than deep studies of
place relevant to audiences’ local environments and cultural contexts.
I write in more detail about this area in a book review ‘American Nature Film: Representations of
Dominion and Imperialism’, see Appendix, p.96 and in an article for the EarthLines Review ‘The
Dilemma of Filming Beauty’ (Fitzgerald, 2013, see Appendix p.97).
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Guattari and others advocate the necessity of developing a
new ’mental ecology’ that identifies both the fundamental
causes of the environmental crisis and provides alternative
ideas to foster actions to overcome them.

3) propositional
(theoretical) knowings

Propositional knowing (theoretical insights) in this context helps
break through commonly accepted yet ecologically-limiting
ideas. Ecocritical theory helps cultural practitioners understand
the danger of incomplete thinking of the natural world; for
example, human supremacism is overlooked in many creative
works, and this perpetuates the erroneous perspective that
human affairs are separate from and are of a more critical
importance than environmental concerns.
In my practice, new propositional knowings grow from exploring
theory from various disciplines:
my artistic practice benefit from ecocriticism and
ecofeminism;

•

my ecoforestry, forest policy and environmental ethical
knowings are advanced by deep ecology; ecojurisprudence
developments for a law against ecocide; deep green theory
to explore the violence of industrial capitalism; systems
thinking to understand the limitations of linear thinking for
ecological communities, and;

• and

Guattari’s ecosophy provides a crucial and comprehensive
means to articulate a mental ecology that connects
aesthetic, socio-political and environmental awareness.

Image: Like the development of new propositional (theory) developments,
common woodland fungi on a Hollywood tree stump transmutes different
minerals from the dying tree to create a new ‘fruiting body’; the coloured
bands show different minerals being recycled by the fungi.
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developing ecoliteracy through essays
As part of my practice I write blog posts, some of which turn into longer, more
formal essays. These essays examine new theories, the history of terms and
ideologies, and hence, help me assess their potential for my work’s concerns.
Sharing this exploratory writing work on-line often brings important secondary
audiences to my work.
These essays also reveal the diverse disciplines I navigate. I list the essays in
the order I wrote them below:

• Networking the Arts to Save the Earth (2011);
•
• Deep Sustainability and the Art and Politics of Forests (2012);
•
• The Anthropocene: 10 000 years of Ecocide (2012);
•
• Ecopornography, Slow Violence and the Deep Art of Place (2012);
•
• American Nature Film: Representations of Dominion and Imperialism book review (2012);

•
• Eradicating Ecocide in Ireland to make Sustainability Legal (2013);
•
• The Dilemma of Filming Beauty (2013)
•
• The Absence of Thinking – Hannah Arendt and the Totalitarianism of
Ecocide (2013)

View all these essays in Appendix, p.90.
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Naturally regenerating young ash trees caught
in a headlight. Hollywood forest, Jan. 2013.

4) practical knowings
Practical knowing is embodied knowing that grows from
experience and critical thinking. It is a "knowing-inaction" that develops over time, an "awareness of the
quality of practice in the moment." (Reason et al., 2009)
I can best describe the practical knowing I have acquired
by describing a particular part of Hollywood forest.
Looking at this image my practical knowing tells me I do
not need to tend this area at the moment. Having
knowledge and experience of Close-to-Nature forestry
over some years I can see this area, thick with brambles,
is in fact regenerating very well:

• the tall shoots are young ash trees, and are easily
growing up through and are protected by the soilenriching brambles;

• there is just enough light reaching the ash trees

to favour their growth, so no nearby trees need to
be removed just yet;

• I also know I need to retain the surrounding

conifers, alders and oak, to shelter and promote
the growth of the young ash trees.
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toward congruent knowing:
In summary, the four types of knowing that action research identifies have potential to evolve new values.
Collectively, these values ‘will be more valid—richer, deeper, more true to life and more useful—if these four
ways of knowing are congruent with each other:
if our knowing is grounded in our experience,
expressed through our stories and images,
understood through theories which make sense to us,
and expressed in worthwhile action in our lives’. (Reason et al, 2009)
Chris Seeley (2012) writes "if both we and the other-than-human world are to flourish then we must exercise our
responsibility to become more wholly human; not merely acknowledging that we come to know in diverse ways,
but actually to live and be in ways which invite the artful and the intellectual, the embodied and the theoretical,
the hearty and the heady with equal thoroughness and enthusiasm. We need to dissolve the boundaries that
split these artificial categories and develop a comprehensive, trans-disciplinary (Nicolescu, 2008) rigor if we are
to enhance the qualities of life around and within us and achieve a broader sense of 'success'".
Guattari's ideas of transversality, which I discuss in the accompanying thesis, also increases understanding of the
aims and the potential social power of action research, and hence, eco-social art practices.
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Chapter 7

PARTICIPATION
AND DEMOCRACY
this is a community too

76

and a home to others
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ecocide: the destruction of forests
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ecocide: the missing crime against
peace
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As you engage and begin to think together,
you begin to learn together.
You may learn simply to do things better;
but very often your learning transforms
how you see the whole situation.
You also learn how to learn,
and develop genuinely innovative
communities of practice.

Reason et al., (2009)
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this is a community too
Action research, in addition to its focus on practical actions, also
contrasts scientific inquiry when it seeks to democratically
acknowledge the different participants in research and the power
dynamics between them.
Action research foregrounds collaboration and participation to
foster "communicative spaces" for social change. Perhaps because
of multiple challenges to human supremacism being advanced in
environmental ethics, deep ecology, deep green thinking, systems
theory, ecofeminism, animal and vegetal studies and
ecojurisprudence, there is recent research to recognise how action
research might be co-designed and co-produced with and for
nonhuman others.*
Living in a forest and learning to tend the forest for the long term,
strongly fosters my sensitivity to, and awareness of, the
interdependence between many diverse communities and lifeforms that both form and depend on the forest, including myself.

* This is the focus of UK AHRC More-than-Human Participatory Research
project. I presented my work at their seminar at the International Royal
Geography Society conference in Aug. 2014 (London).
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neighbours (fitzgerald, 2012, 00:24)
A forest is a complex web of livingry,
dependent like us, on the sun too; here I'm
looking at my closest neighbours and what
they are up to just before sundown.

and a home to others
Living with and in a forest makes it easier to both see these
other-than-human neighbours and their homes. At the same
time living in Hollywood forest heightens my awareness of
the violence that our industrial land practices inflict on
forests and ecosystems (and conversely, alerts me to some
non-Western cultures that do not share a natureexploitative, growth-at-all-costs worldview).
Somehow when exploring what a deep sustainability may
entail it is impossible to ignore its opposite: ecocide, the
widespread destruction of ecosystems. Ecocide literally
means "the destruction of home".
Third wave feminism has revealed that gender violence is
often normalised in patriarchal societies and that 'naming'
such violence is the first step toward social change to
eradicate violence. Similarly the violence of industrial growth
society to ecological systems is normalized and externalised,
thus rendering it invisible in our daily lives.
To change behaviour to the other-than-human we also have
to first name the violence, otherwise we literally can’t see it
to act differently.

Fallen nest (Summer 2013)

Ecocide is a relatively new term that arose in the late 1960s
that names the life-limiting violence of ecosystem
destruction. Unexpectedly the study of this word took me
on a journey that was both personally and politically
motivating.
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ecocide: the destruction of forests

As a daughter of a NZ Vietnam veteran, I have a card from the NZ government that enables me access to specialist genetic doctors. Photograph
-Marc Riboud, Pentagon, 1967

While ecosystem destruction has been occurring for millennia*
it was unsettling to find the term "ecocide" is exactly the same
age as I am.
Ecocide is a recognised legal term and war crime since the
destruction of Vietnam’s forests and food ecosystems in the
Vietnam war, due to the widespread use of chemical agents
such as Agent Orange. Sadly my late father was a Vietnam
veteran fatally affected by a cancer associated with Agent
Orange.
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So what I thought of previously as a strong adjective to
highlight the violence toward our environments, ecocide now
always reminds me how violence to forests affects the social
and the personal.

* I explore the history of ecocide in The Anthropocene:
10 000 Years of Ecocide, see Appendix, p.91.

ecocide: the missing crime against peace
If you are devoted to a place, and know yourself to be a
part of its ecosystem, then you’re more likely to protect it –
and to fight for it, if necessary.
Sharon Blackie in Graugaard, 2012
Some years ago a reader of my blog alerted me to the
work of UK-based environmental lawyer Polly Higgins and
her international public campaign to have ecocide
internationally identified as the "missing" 5th crime against
peace.
It was therefore almost an automatic response for me to
explore Polly’s work and apply her thoughts to my local
situation and forests in Ireland and elsewhere (I've since
met Polly in 2014).

I explore the idea of protecting ecosystems, and local
communities developing their own "Charters for Nature",
in the article ‘Eradicating Ecocide in Ireland to Make
Sustainability Legal’, Appendix, p. 93.
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molecular revolutions, soft subversions

My practice that began simply, to help transform a small monoculture
conifer plantation, activates ‘a forest’ of new thinking and new
actions.
Amidst life’s emergent complexity, ethical-artful ‘journeying’ that
transverse personal and socio-political terrains, creates a space for
ecoliteracy and agency - what Guattari termed "molecular
revolutions" or "soft subversions," for living differently, for living well
with all beings.
From a few years work, The Hollywood Forest Story eco-social art
practice offers a range of outcomes that affect mine and others’
understandings of how to inhabit an ecological paradigm, as
discussed at the public event pictured. ,

8 November 2014: Hollywood Walk and Tour during the inaugural Blackstairs Rural Film Festival. Gathering under the trees at Hollywood forest, I hold a
space for conversation. I use the audiovisual eBook to share the story of Hollywood. Audience includes farmers, foresters, woodworkers, politicians,
artists, arts officers, curators and other interested people in the community. Photo: Gwen Wilkinson.
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OUTCOMES:

the value of ‘staying put and
listening in’
Many of the ‘outcomes that emerge from this practice
are due to a commitment to Hollywood forest, and its
numerous non-human communities I live with, but they
also speak for Earthly well-being.
A just and ecological worldview requires the urgent
rehabilitation of ecological cycles indefinitely. Forests'
complexity demands an aesthetic of sensitivity for all life,
rather than the sense-less rationality of the industrial
world-view that prioritises profits. Correspondingly, my
work argues that Earthly wellbeing is possible if we
forego ideas of the short-term; short-term forestry and
short-term art residencies.
Jonathan Bate writes that Ted Hughes’ nature poetry
“heightens the notion that harmonious dwelling with the
Earth is a matter of staying put and listening in, whereas
the rapacious drive of ‘progress’ [and some
contemporary art] is towards traveling out and making
claims – the claims of knowledge, of conquest and
possession.” (Bate, 2000, p.29).

I argue that an eco-social-art practice emits an
ecosophy for Earthly well-being.
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tending forests for change

One outcome from The Hollywood Forest Story is that it is
helping contribute to new national Irish forest research.
Hollywood forest's inspection by professional foresters in
January 2013, was included in their assessment of
plantation sites across Ireland now being managed as
permanent forests. This has resulted in the first three
scientific journal articles on the potential of continuous
cover forestry in Ireland (Vitkova et al., 2013, 2013b,
Purser et al., 2015).

This is the beginning of research that will support policy
and Ireland’s move toward permanent forestry, as already
practiced in parts of Europe.

Naturally regenerating continuous cover forests in Austria, Pro Silva Europe annual delegates conference (2010)
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changing my mind, changing my view
My film-making and exploratory essays, change how I think
about cultural representations of nature that too often ignore
critical and worsening eco-social parameters. I use
ecocriticism and ecofeminism, for example, to understand
how popular nature documentary film and TV often narrowly
‘frames’ the natural world as existing apart from, or as a mere
background to human concerns.
Selected outcomes include articles and screenings below
(news of my current work can be seen in Appendix 2, p. 99):
‘Ecopornography Versus the Slow, Deep Art of Place’ was
published in EarthLines (March 2014).
The Hollywood Diaries was selected to front the ‘Artful
Inquiry’ chapter for the Stories of the Great Turning book
(eds. Reason and Newman, 2013);
‘The Dilemma of Filming Beauty’ (Fitzgerald, 2013) was
commissioned by Dr. Cat Lupton for the on-line EarthLines
Review.
Two of my short films were short-listed for the inaugural
ForestEurope (2013) Show Off Your Forest awards;
A film reel was also selected for the UCD Science
Expression film festival (Dublin Botanic Gardens, 2013);
and also screened for the inaugural Red Stables Art &
Ecology two week Summer school (Dublin, 2012).
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Still image from transformation video (Fitzgerald, 2011, 2:33)

The Hollywood Forest Story develops my ecoliteracy and agency for
alternative forestry. Against the backdrop of the Irish government’s
proposed sale of Ireland’s public (Coillte) forest harvesting rights and
growing public anger against this issue (from 2012 onwards), I worked
with the policy group of the Irish Green Party from 2010-12 to
produce a 10 page forest policy document. I successfully presented
the policy and prioritised a key point that advocates that Irish forests
be managed with a Close-to-Nature continuous cover approach.
Green Party leader Eamon Ryan made a short video about continuous
cover forestry in 2013.

changing the social: Hollywood forest 'the little wood that could'

The forest policy was officially launched in 2013, at the Stradbally
Forestry Show by Jan Alexander. Since writing the policy, I am now
the Greens spokesperson on forestry (until 2017). To date, the Irish
Green Party is alone in Ireland in advocating Close-to-Nature
continuous cover forestry. And, Hollywood forest, in enabling realworld policy, is now known as 'the little would that could'.
Photo: several thousand people traveled to Avondale House, Co. Wicklow in
April 2013, to protest against the sale of Ireland’s public forest harvesting
rights.

(Left) Eamon Ryan, Leader of the Irish Green Party created a short video in 2013 to highlight that new Green Party Forest policy advocates Closeto-Nature continuous cover forestry; (centre) launching the Green Forest Policy with Jan Alexander and past Chair of the Carlow Kilkenny Green
Party, Alan Price, (right) Green Cllr. Malcolm Noonan with his son Colm at the Avondale forest protest.
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traversing 'the three ecologies'
An outcome from my work that connects the personal, social and environmental, is my
political work to highlight that ecocide is a crime.
On 13 April 2013, I presented a motion to support an international law against ecocide
at the Irish Green Party convention in Galway. It was unanimously supported and
accepted by the Green Party of Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Of great delight to our family, former New Zealand Prime minister Helen Clark (former
UNDP Administrator) commented positively on my motion. Her government
successfully pioneered reparation for New Zealand's Vietnam veterans in 2008.

(below) I and my late father Kevin Fitzgerald, 1966; (right) presenting ecocide motion in 2013.
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conclusion: new 'lines of flight'
Today, the cultural and economic priorities of industrial
society are globalising ecocides, causing incalculable and
unjust eco-social harm.

"Angel of the forest" - new permanent forest in South Carlow
inspired by The Hollywood Forest Story, planted by Nicola Brown
and Chris Hayes in 2009 (Alan Price pictured)

Leading a group of Wexford art college students through
Hollywood forest with the eBook to explain eco-social art
practice (2014)

A primary response and responsibility are that we need to
urgently re-think industrial land, forest and aquaculture
practices that are inherently unsustainable. We need to
integrate 'many ways of knowing' and recognise that
valuable life-sustaining understandings evolve from new
formations of social practice.
My eco-social art practice and research demonstrate that
transversal efforts impart valuable ecoliteracy and agency
for practitioners and their audiences. Furthermore,
transversal practices that use engaging audio-visual social
media enable place and planetary learning, for audiences
near and far. As a “real world” example, the ongoing
Hollywood Forest Story develops 'lines of flight' that have
led to new national forest policy, begun a public discourse
about ecocide and inspired others to live well with their
forests.
Ultimately, using the Guattari ecosophy and action
research framework articulates why and how my ongoing
eco-social art practice develops to advance ecoliteracy
and agency for living well with forests, and why Hollywood
forest has become the 'little wood that could'.

Fritz Ringal (2nd from left) was inspired to plant a permanent
native forest after a talk in Hollywood forest, here with forester/
ecologist Manus Crowley and forest manager, Sean Hoskins
2015. Manus, Sean and myself are committee members of Pro
Silva Ireland that promotes Close-to-Nature continuous cover
forestry management.
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endnote from Hollywood forest
There is something deathly about the night. It is hard too,
when looking at these young leafless ash trees in Hollywood
forest, not to think of ash die-back disease and the decimation
that is occurring for one of Ireland's most loved and most
commonly occurring native trees.
The 'dark' in general terms, also signals the blackness that is
engulfing the Earth's non-human communities due to
globalising industrial land (and ocean) practices. Along with
climate change, the ecocide this is causing is leading to
unprecedented rates of extinction not seen for millions of
years. Never before has one culture advanced such a global
holocaust.
But this small forest, naturally regenerating and diverse, does
have genetic and environmental resiliencies particularly if we
tend and thin the trees - overcrowded trees are more stressed
and more likely to be susceptible to disease and pests that are
an ever increasing threat now with climate change.
So there is something oddly reassuring about these young
trees at night... all that quiet, relentless growing, in the cold,
wet dark, amongst the brambles and alder; supported in turn
by the vast mycelial networks that create soil and cycle
nutrients from tree to tree.

the black space: resilience of the ash night (fitzgerald,
2013, 2:00)
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Appendix 1: exploratory essays by cathy fitzgerald
The essays below can also be read on-line at www.issuu.com/cathyart
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Chapter 3

Appendix 2: sharing
eco-social art practice outcomes

via talks, publications, exhibitions, actions

PREPARING FOR THE JOURNEY

I share my work on-line:at
www.hollywoodforest.com, also @ecoartnotes
The accompanying thesis is available at http://
ncad.academia.edu/CathyFitzgerald

I exhibit my work locally and more recently in
Hollywood forest itself :
(left) installation of The Hollywood Forest Story
videos 2008-12,
with the South County Carlow 9 Stones Artists,
Eigse Carlow Arts Festival, Deighton Hall,
Carlow, June 2012.
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Appendix 3:
a living,
permanent
exhibition
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Postscript

Judy Ling Wong CBE

We have always been here
We are here
We will always be here
Each of us is poised
now
to manifest transformation
to sing a new world into being
Today we arrive
at the end of this journey
as we always have
at the end of every journey
at the beginning
We look back
at our history of beginnings
Look forward
to conjuring infinite beginnings
Weld data to emotion
See morals in the landscape
Write love into policy
Question
Inspire understandings
And so awaken true power
Everything is alive
All of us
Every plant
Every stone

Together
connect meanings
so the whole earth sings
through every voice
every hand
Dream fire water and ice
Thrill to the cry of the eagle
Love with passion
the evolving spirit
of a wondrous earth
Pragmatically act
Beyond these fields
are lands born of song
sung real by human longing
Bring dew
Bring dew
For all our brothers
Bring dew
Bring dew
For all our sisters

from We Assert: The Manifesto
of the CIWEM Art and
Environment Network (AEN), 2012.
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Hollywood forest, is a Close-to-Nature continuous cover forest growing under the Blackstairs Mountains, South County Carlow, Ireland.
It is the muse and site of Cathy Fitzgerald's long term eco-social art practice. Photo: Martin Lyttle 2015.

Today, the cultural and economic priorities of industrial society are globalising ecocides, causing incalculable and unjust
eco-social harm.
A primary response and responsibility is that we need to urgently re-think industrial land, forest and aquaculture practices
that are inherently unsustainable. We need to integrate 'many ways of knowing' and recognise that valuable lifesustaining understandings evolve from new formations of social practices.
Using the eco-social art practice framework of Guattari's ecosophy and action research articulates why and how the
ongoing Hollywood Forest Story develops effectively to advance ecoliteracy and agency for living well with forests.
Follow The Hollywood Forest Story at:
www.hollywoodforest.com
and https://ncad.academia.edu/CathyFitzgerald

